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DECLARATION by STAKEHOLDERS on COMBATING IMPUNITY: 
National Conference on Safety of Pakistani Journalists 

 

ISLAMABAD, NOVEMBER 8, 2012 
 

The level of threats facing Pakistani media and its practitioners is unacceptable. 

Urgent and extraordinary measures need to be coordinated and adopted by all 

stakeholders of the media sector, including media owners, managers and practitioners, 

as well as the various representative organizations, to reduce the range of threats that 

have killed nearly 90 journalists between 2000 and 2012 and injuries, assaults, arrests, 

kidnapping and other forms of serious intimidation faced by over 2,000 journalists.  

The National Conference on Combating Impunity and Promoting Safety of Journalists 

organized by Intermedia Pakistan and Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists (PFUJ) in 

Islamabad on November 08, 2012, attended by representatives of leading national 

media houses, associations and platforms, including leaders, managers and 

practitioners, that expressed solidarity with the Pakistani media, among others made 

the following recommendations:  

1. A "National Alliance of Media on Safety" should be set up comprising 

Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists (PFUJ), All Pakistan Newspapers Society 

(APNS), Pakistan Broadcasters Association (PBA), Council of Pakistan 

Newspaper Editors (CPNE), and other key stakeholders, to outline an action 

plan on safety of media workers, journalists and owners.   

 

2. An "Eminent Group of Journalists" (EGJ) should be established to serve as a 

mediation platform between media workers and media owners, as well as 

between media and the government authorities and parliament to forge 

consensus on the issue of safety and promote practical, useful steps to 

reduce the framework of risks for media. 

 

3. The Government should appoint a "Special Prosecutor" to exclusively take up 

and pursue cases of attacks on media and media workers to promote a 

culture of justice and accountability.    

 

4. Media stakeholders should develop and propose a "Journalist Safety Bill" to 

be tabled in parliament for enactment into a law.  

 

5. A set of "Safety Protocols for Journalists" should be developed by the 

industry outlining minimum safety standards and procedures, based on best 

practices on safety for media practitioners. The "Safety Protocols of 

Journalists" should be endorsed, adopted and implemented by all media 

organizations that hire journalists and media workers and other member 

associations. 
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6. The signature "codes of journalism ethics" adopted by representative media 

associations in Pakistan, including PFUJ, APNS, CPNE and PBA, among others, 

should be amended to make safety of journalists the number one obligation 

in each one of them.  

 

7. A "Media Legal Aid Fund" should be established to make available resources 

for journalists to invoke legal processes to pursue justice as one of the key 

means of combating impunity.  

 

8. The government should facilitate, in consonance with working journalists, an 

investigation into the deaths of all journalists killed so far to provide justice 

for their families.  

 

9. The representative media associations should engage with political parties to 

include protection of media freedoms as part of party manifestos.   

 

10. The press clubs should be converted into resource hubs on safety of 

journalists providing training, tools and technical resources.  

 

 

 

 

 

  


